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THE WORLD MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, INC. 
 

WMA COUNCIL RESOLUTION 
ON  

BAHRAIN 
 

Adopted by the 189th Council Session, Montevideo, Uruguay, October 2011 
 
 
 
The WMA Council notes that 
 
A number of doctors, nurses and other health care professionals in the Kingdom of Bahrain were 
arrested in March 2011 after the civil unrest in that country and tried under emergency powers 
before a special court, led by a military judge.  Twenty of this group were found guilty of a number 
of charges, on 29 September 2011 and sentenced to fifteen, ten or five years imprisonment.  
 
These trials failed to meet international standards for fair trials, including the accused not being 
allowed to make statements in their own defence, and their lawyers not being allowed to question 
all the witnesses.  Allegations from the accused and their lawyers of mistreatment, abuse and other 
human right violations during arrest and while in detention have not been investigated. 
 
While various criminal charges were brought it appears that the major offence was treating all the 
patients who presented for care, including leaders and members of the rebellion. Other charges 
appear to be closely related to providing such treatment and were, in any case, not proven to the 
standard expected in court proceedings. In treating patients without considering the circumstances 
of their injury these health care professionals were honouring their ethical duty as set out in the 
Declaration of Geneva. 
 
The WMA welcomes the announcement by the government of Bahrain of 6 October 2011 that all 
twenty will be re-tried before a full civil court.  
Therefore, the WMA requires that no doctor or other health care professional be arrested, accused 
or tried for treating patients, regardless of the origins of the patient’s injury or illness. 
 
The WMA demands that all states understand, respect and honour the concept of medical neutrality. 
This includes providing working conditions which are as safe as possible, even under difficult 
circumstances, including armed conflict or civil unrest. 
 
The WMA expects that if any individual, including health care professionals, are subject to trial that 
there is due process of law including during arrest, questioning and trial in accordance with the 
highest standards of international law.   
 
The WMA demands that states investigate any allegations of torture or cruel and inhumane 
treatment by prisoners against its agents, and act quickly to stop such abuses. 
 
The WMA recommends that independent international assessors are allowed to observe the trials 
and meet privately with the accused, so that the state of Bahrain can prove to the watching world 
that the future legal proceedings follow fair process. 
 




